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Goals
• To try and convince you that standard scattering amplitudes are the 

simplest example of a large mathematical structure in which Feynman 
diagrams are generalized to arrays of Feynman diagrams 
interconnected in fascinating ways.

• To show that exploring the full hierarchy of objects reveals that 
properties we take for granted in standard amplitudes are quite 
special and almost coincidental!

E.g:  
1. All tree level Feynman diagrams are planar with respect to some order. 
2. The number of planar poles is n(n-3)/2 = number of independent 

kinematic invariants. 
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Tree-Level Feynman Diagrams in f3 Theory 
(For mathematicians)
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Mathematician’s View Point: Trop G(2,n)

a SIMPLICIAL FAN with the same structure: 



Mathematician’s View Point: Trop G(2,n)

Speyer & Sturmfels Oct. 2003
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Trop G(2,n) = BHV space of Phylogenetic (metric) Trees 

Billera, Holmes, Vogtman, Nov. 2001
Speyer & Sturmfels Oct. 2003



Trop G(2,n) = BHV space of Phylogenetic (metric) Trees 

The whole structure on the right is called the link at the origin. The part highlighted in red and whose 
fan is shown in the left is one of the possible positive Grassmannians (but more on this later). 

Billera, Holmes, Vogtman, Nov. 2001
Speyer & Sturmfels Oct. 2003Speyer & Williams Dec. 2003



From Metric Trees to Evaluating Amplitudes 

Billera, Holmes, Vogtman, Nov. 2001
Speyer & Sturmfels Oct. 2003



From Metric Trees to Evaluating Amplitudes 

FC & Francisco Borges Oct.2019(Inspired by the Bern-Kosower 1991 construction) 
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From Metric Trees to Evaluating Amplitudes 

FC & Francisco Borges Oct.2019

Or simply think about this as the space of 
Schwinger parameters!  
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Tropical Grassmannian

Speyer & Sturmfels Oct. 2003



Tropical Grassmannian

Physics Question:  If Trop G(2,n) builds all standard Feynman 
diagrams, then do Trop G(3,n), Trop G(4,n), etc., build new 
kinds of Feynman diagrams? 

F.C., Nick Early, Alfredo Guevara, Sebastian Mizera. arXiv: 1903.08904
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Scattering Equations
Connect the space of kinematic invariants for the scattering of n-
massless particles to the moduli space of n-punctured spheres.

Ingredients:

Fairlie-Roberts ‘72 (Unpublished), Gross-Mende ’88, Witten ‘04, 
Fairlie ‘08, Makeenko-Olesen ‘09, F.C. ’12. F.C-He-Yuan ‘13
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Scattering Equations
Connect the space of kinematic invariants for the scattering of n-
massless particles to the moduli space of n-punctured spheres.

Ingredients:



F.C., Song He and Ellis Yuan arXiv: 1412.3479

Tree-Level

CHY Construction:  Biadjoint



Math Question:  If an integral over the space of configurations 
of n points on        is connected to Trop G(2,n), then do 
integral over configuration spaces of n point in        ,        ,  etc., 
correspond to Trop G(3,n), Trop G(4,n), etc.? 
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Generalized Biadjoint Scalar Amplitudes 

Space of kinematic invariants (constrain: make the Morse function SL(k,C) invariant)

Integrand (constrain: must cancel the SL(k,C) transformation of the measure)

F.C., Nick Early, Alfredo Guevara, Sebastian Mizera. arXiv: 1903.08904See Song’s and James’ talks!



F.C., Nick Early, Alfredo Guevara, Sebastian Mizera. arXiv: 1903.08904

Generalized Biadjoint Scalar Amplitudes 

Example: k=3, n=6. The amplitude has 48 terms and 16 different planar propagators.



E.g:  
1. All tree level Feynman diagrams are planar with respect to some order. 
2. The number of planar poles is n(n-3)/2 = number of independent 

kinematic invariants. 

Recall some of the facts we take for granted in standard amplitudes 

From the example we see that the number of planar poles is 16 while 
the number of independent kinematic invariants is 
(6C3) – 6 = 14. This means that there are two relations. 

In order to see how 1. is no longer true for k>2 we need a proper 
definition of generalized Feynman diagrams. 
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Physics Question:  If Trop G(2,n) builds all standard Feynman 
diagrams, then do Trop G(3,n), Trop G(4,n), etc., build new 
kinds of Feynman diagrams? 

Luckily mathematicians have found a generalization of metric 
trees for Trop G(3,n). Moreover, generalizing the technique for 
evaluating Feynman diagrams one finds perfect agreement 
with the CHY evaluation!



HJJS Arrangements of Metric Trees -Trop G(3,n)

Herrmann, Jensen, Joswig, and Sturmfels. April 2009



HJJS Arrangements of Metric Trees -Trop G(3,n)

FC & Francisco Borges Oct.2019
FC, Guevara, Umbert, Zhang Dec. 2019
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Powerful Simplification
Parke-Taylor-like 
Integrands Planarity Total positivity

Guevara’s talk after 
the break!



Planarity and Total Positivity
• At tree level, each Feynman diagram is planar with respect to many 

different orderings. Color decomposition is a way to separate an 
amplitude into manageable parts (partial amplitudes)

• At loop level, planarity is a more significant simplification. Notion of 
integrand. On-shell diagrams connect to plabic graphs and to the positive 
Grassmannian, Amplituhedron, cluster algebras, etc.

• This is a good opportunity to mention the fascinating connections    
between Trop+G(k,n), the hypersimplex, the m=2 Amplituhedron, Stringy 
Canonical Forms, Generalized particles, etc. recently found by various 
collaborations: Lukowski, Parisi, and Williams, Arkani-Hamed, He, Lam, 
Thomas, Spradlin, Drummond, Foster, Gurdogan, Kalousios, Henke, 
Papathanasiou.
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Planarity and Total Positivity

• At tree level, each Feynman diagram is planar with respect to many 
different orderings. Color decomposition is a way to separate an 
amplitude into manageable parts (partial amplitudes)

• What can we expect by restricting to: 

1. The positive part of the tropical Grassmannians.

2. CHY integrands with only products of Parke-Taylor factors.

3. The correct notion of planarity for arrangements of trees? 



Planarity for k > 2 is Much Stronger

Def: An arrangement of metric trees is called a planar collection of Feynman diagrams if 
there exists an ordering (a1, a2,…, an) such that the ith tree in the collection is planar w.r.t. 
the ordering induced by removing ai from (a1, a2,…, an). (Note that planarity of the 
collection is a very strong condition!) 

FC & Francisco Borges Oct.2019
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Before diving into the planar world:



Planarity: Degenerations as a Bootstrap



Planarity: Degenerations as a Bootstrap



All 48 Planar k=3,n=6 Collections

Each vertex represents one 
collection. An edge connecting two 
collections represents the unique 
planar degeneration that connects 
them. One possible Hamiltonian 
cycles is shown in red. 

There is a deep connection between 
collections and clusters in a D4 cluster 
algebra (see James’ talk)  and 
between degenerations and 
mutations.  

FC & Francisco Borges Oct.2019



Most Pressing Questions:

• Is there a physical realization of Generalized Feynman Diagrams?

• What lessons can they teach us about QFT?

• What is the generalization of locality and unitarity?



Early’s Planar Basis and MD Catalan Numbers

• In 2013, CHY used that the set of all planar poles in f3 form a basis of the space of 
kinematics invariants to study the scattering equations and test the CHY formula for 
mn(I,I) by setting (ki+ki+1+ … + ki+m)2 = 1. 

• If every propagator is equal to 1 then each Feynman diagram contributes 1 to  
mn(I,I) which then counts the number of planar cubic diagrams = (n-2)th Catalan 
number (2-dim Catalan numbers).   

• Given that there is a one-to-one correspondence between planar Feynman 
diagrams and facets of Trop+G(2,n) them mn(I,I) counts the number of facets = 
(n-2)th Catalan number.   



Early’s Planar Basis and MD Catalan Numbers

• For generalized Feynman diagrams and CHY, there are more planar poles than the 
dimension of the space of kinematics invariants. What to do then?



Early’s Planar Basis and MD Catalan Numbers

• For generalized Feynman diagrams and CHY, there are more planar poles than the 
dimension of the space of kinematics invariants. What to do then?

N. Early Dec. 2019  

• Proposition 8.1 [Early]: The functions hJ(s) vanish if J is one of the n frozen subsets 
and the rest form a basis of planar poles! 



Early’s Planar Basis and MD Catalan Numbers

FC, N. Early  March. 2020  

The answer is to set all elements in the planar basis to one! 
Solving the scattering equations and evaluating mn(I,I) or adding generalized 
Feynman diagrams (facets of Trop+G(k,n) ) one finds: 

• For generalized Feynman diagrams and CHY, there are more planar poles than the 
dimension of the space of kinematics invariants. What to do then?

[ OEIS  A060854 ] 

Multi-Dimensional Catalan Numbers!  



Some Other Fun Facts:

The number of solutions to the scattering equations has a much more 
interesting structure for k>2. Recall that for k=2, CHY showed that the 
number of solutions is (n-3)! by deriving a “soft” recursion relation.
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Wait! What?  This is not interesting, it is wrong!

The number of solutions to the scattering equations has a much more 
interesting structure for k>2. 



Some Other Fun Facts:

The number of solutions to the scattering equations has a much more 
interesting structure for k>2. 

F.C., Bruno Umbert, Yong Zhang Nov. 2019
F.C., Jairo Rojas June 2019
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Some Other Fun Facts:
If standard Mandelstam invariants are constructed from momentum vectors 
associated to each particle. Can the generalized Mandelstam invariants also 
be constructed from something associated to each “particle”? 
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Some Other Fun Facts:
If standard Mandelstam invariants are constructed from momentum vectors 
associated to each particle. Can the generalized Mandelstam invariants also 
be constructed from something associated to each “particle”? 



Not So Pressing Questions:

It is clear that the Spinor-Helicity formalism can be generalized. 

• Is there a generalized twistor space?

•Are there generalized YM and gravity amplitudes?


